
T&S laboratory faucets
West Hills needed a combination gas and water faucet 

to meet their unique needs, and T&S delivered. 

T&S laboratory faucets come with different nozzle 

options, including a lab tip, serrated tip, aerator and flow 

regulator so installers can choose the option that best 

suits their needs. 

Press-in indexes for hose cocks are color-coded to 

easily identify what substance is being delivered — a 

must for safety purposes — and all hose cocks have 

integral check valves to ensure there’s no crossover. 

Because all lab needs differ, T&S lab faucets have 

customizable options that include mounts, handles, 

linings and special gas add-ons. 

West Hills High School’s campus, spread across 76 acres, 

resembles a community college rather than a typical high 

school. When the school was ready to build its Science 

Building, it needed the best lab faucets on the market. 

Lab faucet needs

When it comes to lab equipment anywhere, safety is 

paramount, but nowhere is that more relevant than  

in a high school classroom. 

West Hills High School tapped into the expertise of Scott 

Michael, owner of Scott Michael Plumbing, to make 

plumbing recommendations for their lab equipment. 
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“I chose T&S because their products are top of  
the line, and the features and benefits are 
unparalleled with great durability.”

—  Scott Michael
 Owner of Scott Michael Plumbing



West Hills chose several different products from T&S’ full 

laboratory line, including lab faucets with 4-inch wrist 
handles, faucets with vacuum breaker nozzles and wall 

mount mixing faucets with adjustable arm inlets.

Michael also installed anti-friction washers  

to ensure the faucet locking rings stay in place and avoid 

abuse from the students — a recommendation that 

prevented any leaking issues. 

T&S in action

With several supply chain issues in the construction 

industry, both West Hill and Michael were thrilled to 

receive the laboratory faucets in a timely manner to 

complete the new science building construction. 

When it comes to the day-to-day use, Michael has 

received only positive feedback. “Everyone I’ve spoken 

with is happy with the faucets due to how durable they 

are,” he said. 
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“The lead times are great due to having two 
shipping locations, and T&S’ customer service is 
stellar, with extremely knowledgeable agents if 
you need to call,” said Michael. 

Learn more about T&S’ laboratory products at  

https://www.tsbrass.com/g/laboratory-products. 
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